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Groundbreaking set sept. 27 Health Work Centennial
For Geodesic Gymnasium
Commemorated at LLU

Groundbreaking for the University's new geodesic
design gymnasium has been slated for September 27, ac
cording to President Godfrey T. Anderson.

University Councillors, who have underwritten the
project, and University officers
will join in a luncheon preced
to the University, Dr. Ander
ing the ceremony.
son explained. However, rep

The multipurpose structure is
estimated to cost $300,000, Dr.
Anderson stated, and with its
_. seating capacity of approxiirately 2,800, will provide ade
f
quate space for varied group
and individual activities. In ad
dition to platform and storage
areas, lockers and individual
physical training sections are
planned. Additional construc
tion to enhance its uses is anti
cipated at some future date,
Dr. Anderson said.
Plans by Councillors

Plans for the building were
developed by the councillors'
gymnasium plans committee,
chaired by Los Angeles busi
nessman Harry A. Schrillo, in
collaboration with University
officers and committees and
Development Offices. Council
lors' financing of the gymnas
ium has been directed by Jerry
L. Pettis, Loma Linda, chair
man of the University Counciliu*fc «uiu licuuki S. v.^iniJbell, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,
chairman of its finance com
mittee.
Implementation of the pro
ject has now been turned over

resentatives of the councillors'
plans committee will continue
to meet with the University
officers responsible for the con
struction.
Gym Location

The facility will be located
at the northern end of a
planned mall extending from
it through the administration
building breezeway to the new
Medical Center on the south.
This will place the gymnasium
just north of the present cam
pus tennis courts, which will
then be relocated still farther
north.
Plans are already under way
to insure the availability of
the building process.
The University Councillors
is composed of leading business
and professional men through
out the nation who serve as
advisors to the president, meet
ing with him cm a quarterly
schedule.
Floor plans and an architec
tural rendering of the new
gymnasium will appear in the
next issue of University Scope.

Centennial services commemorating the founding of the first Seventh-day Advent
ist medical institution were held at Loma Linda University this week.
In a Tuesday noon service University president Godfrey T. Anderson related a brief
history of the Seventh-day Adventist medical work and re-dedicated the University as
it begins its second century of
service.
Dr. Anderson stated that it
is proper that we "take this
occasion to pause in honor of
those pioneers who in vision,
courage, deeds, and in the wor
ship of the Holy Spirit" made
this great medical institution
possible.
Many people in the latter half
of the ninteenth century
thought that no sectarian med
ical institution could survive,
he said, and that after a few
years of existence, Seventh-day
Adventist medical work would
be snuffed out.
World Trend Set

But in the decade from 18951905, 18 Seventh-day Adventist
medical institutions sprang up
all over the world, from Aus
tralia to Denmark.
M. Theodore Mackett, SM'68,
and Faye E. Heath, SN'67, rededicated the students to the
task before them and expressed
appreciation in behalf of the
students for the pioneering
work of the early medical
leaders.
Seventh-day Adventist med
ical pioneers were honored by
the placing of a wreath on a
stone monument brought here
from the American Medical
VOTING
REGISTRATION
Registration deadline for
the November 8 General Elec
tion is September 15. New
residents in the community
and others not previouslyregistered may check their
voting eligibility at the Loma
Linda Market registration
booth from 9 a.m. to closing
time until September 15, or
at the Judicial Court, 24885
University Avenue.

Sept. 13 Ceremonies
For RT Students

Photo by Eugene Hood

PATRICK H. HICKS, University Church minister of music, tries
out the Harvard four-manual Aeolian-Skinner pipe organ to be
installed at the University Church late next year.

Church Acquires Famous Organ
From Harvard University Chapel
A 122-rank pipe organ, now at Harvard University, Cambridge,
. Massachusetts, will be transported across country this fall to be
come a primary medium for musical worship, accompaniment, and
sacred performance at University Seventh-day Adventist Church.
The four-manual Aeolian- ____________________
Skinner instrument is present
community, Mr. Hicks pointed
ly located in the Harvard Me
out, made it possible to acquire
morial Church. "It will be re
organ. The purchase agree
placed there with a European- the
calls for the removal of
type mechanical action organ," ment
the organ by December 1. The
stated Patrick H. Hicks, Uni
work of renovating, up-dating,
versity Church minister of re-voicing,
and installing will
music.
become avail
"Their decision, however, is proceed as funds
target date
a
set
Plans
able.
is
this
"for
said,
he
our gain,"
for comple
1967,
December
of
a famous instrument, original
ly installed under the direction tion of the installation here.
Replacement value of the in
of G. Donald Harrison, distin
guished tonal director of the strument is estimated at $200,000. Church officials expect
Aeolian-Skinner Company."
The ijfncrosity of a group of their total cost to bo less than
individuals in the University half that amount.

Students in the Division of
Radiologic Technology will
have their annual presentation
ceremony on September 13, in
Olivet Chapel at the White
Memorial Medical Center, Los
Angeles.
The presentation speaker
will be Ernest J. Braun, MD,
associate professor of radiol
ogy and chairman of the White
Memorial Medical Center rad
iology service.
Certificates and pins will be
awarded to students at the
ceremony. A reception will
follow immediately.

Photo by Ellis R. Rich
HENRY VV. VOLLMER, AMMC '05 (left), President Godfrey T.

Anderson, and Pastor Maynard V. Campbell (right), look on as
M. Theodore Mackett, SM'68, and Faye E. Heath, SN'67, place a
floral wreath at the foot of the stone monument from the American
Medical Missionary College.

Missionary College at Battle
Creek and installed near Cut
ler Hall.
Maynard V. Campbell, chair
man of the Board of Trustees,
led in a prayer of re-dedication
for the University.
Following the centennial
refreshments were
service,
served by the Volunteer Ser
vice League.
On the preceding Friday, an
illustrated historical resume of
the early days of Adventist

health emphasis was presented
in the Campus Chapel by Oliver
L. Jacques, director of the Uni
versity relations and greatgrandson of Ellen G. White,
pioneer leader.
"Imagine the courage and
vision of people like farmer
John P. Kellogg and his wife
Anne, who, although they had
16 children, gave $500 to start
our first health institution in
1866," he said. "This was at a
Continued on page 5

Honored Former Navy Officer
Gives LLU His Estate in Trust
One of the few holders of both the Congressional Medal of
Honor and the Distinguished Service Cross has given his $75,000
estate in trust to Loma Linda University.
John H. Balch of 26171 Fountainbleu Drive, Sun City, has
specified that the funds be used
to educate physicians for both his service with the French
foreign and domestic areas Croix de Guerre and its Italian
where medical service is inade
and Portuguese equivalents.
quate.
Throughout 10 years of ac
A retired general insurance tive duty in two wars Mr. Balch,
agent and broker from Wau- a conscientious objector, never
kegan, Illinois, Mr. Balch was
bore arms. Following World
honored for World War I ser
vice as a US Navy hospital War II he remained in the
Naval Reserve until 1956 when
corpsman attached to the Mar
ine Corps. Three European he retired with the rank of
governments also recognized commander.

Community Fair
Set for October 30
The Loma Linda Home and
School Association annual com
munity fair is set for October
30, according to Drucilla Modglin, fair chairman.
The fair will have as its
theme ."America the Beauti
ful." Groups, individuals, and
organizations are urged to be
gin their planning for parade
entries. Other events will in
clude a horse show, exhibits,
and food booths.
The fourth annual fair will
1)0 held at Loma Linda Union
Academy school grounds.

-photo by Eiif|rni- t tof»<!

MR. AND MRS. JOHN BALCH, Sun City, discuss (heir rcccnl
$75,000 trust estate agreement with Leonard Robinson n..« .
<"n>,associtite director of devclni-^ -' "
.. ...,..,ii-ui lor the University.

A Viable Seed, Indeed
One hundred years ago the Seventh-day Adventist
Church with barely 3,500 members, planted the first
"seed" of a medical work which today extends to 189
countries, employs 17,517 persons, and treats nearly four
million people every year.
Three events in 1866 marked the beginning of a
church-centered health emphasis: (1) a unanimous vote
by the General Conference to launch a strong health pro
gram, (2) the publication of a health journal, and (3) the
opening of a health institution.
This issue of University SCOPE reports the simple yet
significant ceremonies here commemorating that begining. Ssventh-day Adventist medical pioneers have been
honored, the early institutions memorialized, a re-dedica
tion made to the basic principles upon which this program
is founded. This is as it should be.
We should not forget, however, that in this institution
as well as others, many disciplines contribute to a broad
spectrum of health emphasis today.
Active in this field in addition to the School of Medi
cine, are the Schools of Dentistry, Nursing, and HealthBelated Professions, which includes medical technology,
radiologic technology, physical therapy, occupational
therapy, and medical record administration, as well as
Graduate School specialty areas of various health-related
types.
Also sharing the spotlight are six additional collegiate
schools of nursing located elsewhere in the nation, and 23
outside North America.
The "seed" planted in 1866 was viable indeed. It has
been a great century of progress.

Vernier Radcliffe
Library Exhibits
Health Memorabilia

An Honored Name
Loma Linda University lost an esteemed friend in the
recent death of James A. Guthrie, editor emeritus of the
San Bernardino Sun-Telegram.
Mr. Guthrie was named University Associate last
year on the occasion of the sixtieth anniversary of his
newspaper career, begun in San Bernardino in 1905. It
was coincidentally also the sixtieth anniversary of the
University.
Supporter, patron, and defender of Loma Linda Uni
versity, Mr. Guthrie was ever ready to tell and retell the
story of University growth and accomplishments.
In his primary career as editor of the Sun-Telegram
he did outstanding work in the best tradition of his pro
fession. He was called a newspaperman's newspaperman.
In final rites, this dedicated journalist, community
leader, and state highway commissioner was eulogized by
ministers of Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant faiths, and
honored by the presence of three of California's gover
nors.
Because of his deep interest in freeway planning,
someone said his name was written all over California.
It is written deeply here, hi the annals of honored
University Associates.

Impressions of Growth
We are reminded by a number of recent news events
that our local economy is in a period of expansion.
A proposal for a thirteen-acre shopping mall has
been taken under consideration by the San Bernardino
County Board of Supervisors. The project has already
received the approval of the County Planning Commis
sion. The mall would be bounded by Barton Road, Anderson Street, Prospect Avenue, and Hillcrest Street. Active
support is being given the proposal by the Loma Linda
Chamber of Commerce.
An undertaking of this nature, whether or not it
comec to immediate fruition, is itself an indication of
community vigor.
Development of a new public airport between Loma
Linda and Norton Air Force Base, a few miles north, is
contemplated by the San Bernardino Regional Economic
Development Council. This would mean another facility
added tq those already provided the area by the nearby
Tri-City Airport and the Redlands Municipal Airport.
A half-million dollar expansion program was recent
ly inaugurated at Montecito Memorial Park, a cemetery
association just west of Loma Linda.
Construction of a long-awaited overpass on Ander
sen Street has been slated for January. Funds of more
than half a million dollars have been appropriated for
this.
Add to these items the recent Southern California
Edison Company's announcement that the continuing
growth of outlying areas of Loma Linda and Highgrove
has permitted a rate reduction for domestic users, and
the resulting impression of a solid, growing community
is an

Three displays are on exhibit
in the Vernier Radcliffe Mem
orial Library commemorating
the 100th anniversary of the
origin of Seventh-day Advent
ist health emphasis.
One display is in the main
lobby showcase, and two others
are downstairs, opposite the
browsing ,room.
Memorabilia, early issues of
health literature, and early
photos are on view in the ex
hibits.

JSook Ualk
By Betty R. Stirling, Ph.D.
Assistant Prr lessor of Sociology

Abstruse Viewpoint Conjures
Provocative Analysis of Media

UNDERSTANDING MEDIA: THE EXTENSIONS OF MAN,
by Marshall McLuhan (McGraw-Hill, 1964), is a fascinating book
for a variety of reasons. It is a provocative book and not the
least provoking feature is the subtle absurdity of much of its con
tent. There is also the mysterystory type of frustration for the money, wheels, weapons.
,_
reader attempting to track
explains
author
the
As
down the source of uncredited
housing, as ex
direct quotations and borrowed "Clothing and
and heat-con
skin
of
tensions
ideas.
More Acceptances
trol mechanisms, are media of
Another is the self-assured communication, first of all, in
For the New Year
superiority of the author in the sense that they shape and
Six more acceptances for the presenting wisdom which has rearrange the patterns of hu
according man association and commun
somehow escaped
new school year have been an
the world's leading ity." (p. 127) He does not con
to him
nounced by the University Ad
sider the possibility, which an
economists, anthropologists, so
missions Office.
ciologists, psychoanalysts, and thropology and sociology offer,
School of Medicine
philosophers. In addition, the that culture and social struc
must constantly assure ture ("human association and
reader
James L. Davidian, Stockton.
the book is based ("cool," community") may "shape and
"hot," "dig," "with it") still rearrange" clothing and hous
School of Dentistry
ing sometimes with little ap
means what the author intend
Clyde L. Roggenkamp, Wash
ed, since slang, as the author parent attention to their uses
ington, D.C.
himself points out, does change as "extensions of skin and heat
radically and often rapidly in control." Consider the Eskimo
Therapy
Division of Physical
who builds a solid, insulating
meaning.
house of earth and snow, while
Jimmy F. Keith, Montgom
Medium Is its Own Message
his neighbor, the Siberian na
ery, Alabama.
tive, under the same conditions,
Division of Occupational
The basic message of the chooses a light skin tent, with
Therapy
book is that the medium carry
wood frame and will sit un
ing a message is itself the mes
Joyce A. Fagenstrom, Yose- sage and a more important protected in the cold until his
wife erects that! (Cf. Herskomite.
communication than the con
vits, Man and His Works, pp.
tent. Media is a more inclusive 157, 158)
Division of Medical Technology
term than the reader may ex
Actually, McLuhan's defini
Harry J. Colson, Miami, Flor
pect. Along with the more fa
tion is somewhat like saying
ida; Bela B. Toth, GS, Buena miliar newspaper, radio, TV, that the hand is an extension
etc., are clothing, housing,
Park.
Continued on page 4

Ecuador-Peru Travelog Leads
'66-'67 ArtlsT-Lecture Series
"Ecuador and Peru," film lecture by Ernest S. Booth, PhD,
will be featured September 17 in the Loma Linda University 196667 Artist and Lecture Series.
Dr. Booth spent the summer of 1964 in South America collect
ing material for a series of 13
television shows on the medical dents to air their talents and
missionary work of the Sev
win prizes.
enth-day Adventist Church in
January 7, capturing the spir
that continent. Recorded it of a high-altitude wonder
sounds of the countries includ
land, and carrying his onlook
ing authentic - source back
ers into breathtaking Utopias
ground music will be featured. of snow and sky, Hans Gmoser
It will be the first of nine completes a grand ski tour in
programs to be presented the Canadian mountains with
throughout the school year. All helicopter assists.
programs will be in Burden
Alonzo L. Baker, PhD, wellHall at 8 p.m. A very limited known political scientist and
number of season tickets will international traveler, has vis
be available at the Registrar's ited the explosively hot spots
Office, beginning Wednesday, of the Soviet Union to bring
September 14. Season tickets an up-to-date report in his own
must be presented at the door inimitable style, January 28.
on the evening of the perform
On February 4, Ralph Frank
ance.
lin brings an in-depth presenta
' Nominal Charge
tion of "Lebanon, Land of the
Phoenicians," including Tyre,
A nominal fee is charged the city of Biblical prophecy.
for the tickets $1.00 per per
The Loma Linda band, con
son per series for students and
their families, $2.00 per person ducted by Eugene Nash, assist
ant professor of music at La
for faculty and community resi
Sierra College, Riverside, will
dents.
be featured February 25.
Other programs include for
Alfred and Elma Milotte,
mer child prodigies Alice and
Eleonore Schoenfeld in a trio Disney filmists, present a be
concert with pianist Jack Cros- hind-the-scenes tour of their onsan, featuring Guarnerius location Disney work, on April
15.
strings, October 22.
Concluding number of the
The University talent pro
gram, November 19, an annual series is the University Chorale
event, provides the opportunity secular program, directed by
for both new and returning stu- Patrick H. Hicks, May 6.
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NATIVES of the Peruvian Lake Titicaca area work on a reed
boat by the lakoshore. This Is one of the many interesting, scenic
spots to be covered by Dr. Booth's first-of-the-serics film lecture.
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1966 Student Mission to Mexico

RESIDENTS OF PUEBLO NUEVO in Chiapas, Mexico, crowd around a few of the
43 members of the University medical team dispensing medicine during an outbreak
of cholera in the remote Indian village. Mexican officials credited the efforts of the

A. RICHARDSON, DH '66, and Lyndine

(left to right) bargain for native costumes
from the local populace of Chiapas.

medical-dental group with averting a widespread epidemic. Americans (left to right)
are Howard C. Smith, MD, director of University Health Service and leader of the
clinical field trip, Bill Sherman, mission employee, and Robert L. Roy, SD '67.

FRANKLIN C. ORDELHEIDE, SD '68, works on the
teeth of a student at Linda Vista School. At right is
dental assistant Shirley Walker, of Rialto.

MARTHA L. SEVERSON, PT '66, found some work in her physical therapy field,
but more often doubled as a dental assistant. Here she helps John Kizziar, SD '67,
in a restorative procedure utilizing portable air rotor equipment.

—Staff photos

MANY of the medical problems dealt with by the team
were the result of inadequate home hygiene. Typically,
families and animals live together in all-too-familiar
congeniality, sharing food and filth with complete dis
regard for the illnesses and infestations that inevita
bly result.

LIVING QUARTERS of the University medical team occupied or not were the
subject of unbridled curiosity on the part of the Sonora Indians. Here, two young
women in typical Chamula costume peer through the window of the nurses' sleeping
area.

LU Hospital Hikes
Rates, Pay Scales

BEVERLY J. LOWRY, SM'70, JERE CHAPMAN, and Lncie

Anne Staples, SN'68, (left to right) ready their scuba diving
gear in preparation for the scuba class to be offered at the Uni
versity pool in the near future.

Scuba Diving Class
To Start Here Soon
A class in scuba diving will
be held at the University swim
ming pool, according to Mac
'
McGirr, pool director.
Classes will begin as soon as
10 students are registered for
the course. A charge of $35
will be made to all scuba stu
dents and will include equip
ment, 12 hours of class instruc
tion, and a "graduation" trip to
Santa Catalina Island or San
Clemente Island.
Prospective students will be
required to participate in an
endurance swim as a prerequi
site for entering the class.

Media
(Continued from page 2)
of the body and a medium of
communication, but that the
message is the hand rather
than the gesture.
Literacy vs. Culture

McLuhan makes much of the
effects of literacy on civilizazation, which in most cases he
seems to equate with the West
(cf. p. 84). Now, while it is
true that literacy has undoubt
edly had a great deal to do with
the course of history or of civi
lization, yet can one generalize
as he has done and say that all
peoples having ideographic lit
eracy (the alphabet) will have
another? There is a wide range
of variation and overlap in both.
He also speaks in a number
of places of "tribal culture," as
if this were a clear-cut distinct
thing. In actuality tribes vary
as much as nations in their way
of viewing the world. McLuhan
also fails to consider the dis
tinct possibility that culture
may have affected the type of
literacy even more than the
type of literacy affected the
culture.
Examples Questioned

YOUNG YEARS
are
HAPPY YEARS
with a
PIANO!
HOL,L,EY & JACKSON
Highway 99 & New York St.
Redlands

Examples used to illustrate
some ideas are open to ques
tion. McLuhan uses the Eski
mo's dwelling as an example of
a communication medium.
Then he says that the primi
tive shape and the use of snow
in building the igloo, contrary
to what most people think, is
not native Eskimo, but a re
cent Eskimo invention as a
result of the introduction of
the primus stove and trapping
by the white men.
He gives no source for this
claim, and certainly it is not
corroborated by the standard
anthropological sources, such
as Driver, Indians of North
America, or Jenness, People of
the Twilight.
McLuhan says, "Let the ig
loo serve as an example of the
way in which a new pattern is

Memo to students:
WANT A SCHOLARSHIP?
At Southland you can have your own "Scholar
ship Checking Account".... You pay NO
SERVICE CHARGE if your account balance
stays above $100 and 5 checks or less are
written each month ... If your balance drops
below $100, you pay I5c for each check or a
maximum of $1.75 per month regardless of the
number of checks you write.
Open a "Scholarship Checking Account" today
and be prepared for tomorrow.

Loma Linda University Hos
pital last week announced in
creased rates for daily patient
care effective immediately.
Administrator Clarence A.
Miller said increases range from
$5 to $12, depending on the type
of room and care. Other hospi
tals in the county had instituted
rate hikes of $9 to $12 effective
September 1, the date when
nurses and other hospital per
sonnel received wage increases.
Mr. Miller outlined old and
new daily rates at Loma Linda
this way:
Minimal care, formerly $25,
to be $30.
Pediatrics unit, formerly
$31.50, to be $42.50.
Multi-bed ward, formerly
$32.50, to be $42.50.
Three-bed ward, formerly
$32.50, to be $44.50.
, Semi - private (two - bed)
room, formerly $34.50,
to be $46.50.
Private room, formerly
$38, to be $49.50.
The University Hospital was
the last of major private and
community hospitals in the
county to announce rate in
creases in line with recommen
dations of the 189-member
Hospital Council of Southern
California. Mr. Miller said
officials had needed extra time
for study of the effective wage
increases at the University med
ical complex, which has special
ized employees and staff that
the other area hospitals would
not need to consider.
With only County General
Hospital remaining to announce
rate increases, all hospitals in
the county are within or under
the cost guidelines suggested by
Hospital Council spokesmen
last week. They had indicated
that hospitals would be forced
to charge up to $50 for semiprivate and $51 for private
rooms in order to cover massive
employee pay increases and
meet other rising costs of hos
pital operation.

Dr. Walden Attends
East Coast Seminars
Richard T. Walden, MD, as
sociate professor of the depart
ment of preventive medicine
and public health, left this week
to attend the second annual
Seminar on Preventive Cardi
ology being held in Stowe, Ver
mont. He will return by way of
Washington, D.C., for a Nation
al Institutes of Health public
health seminar.
Dr. Walden was a recent par
ticipant in a student research
project evaluation program con
ducted by the California State
Department of Public Health
division of research.
Forty - six students from
20 medical schools were evalu
ated by the project team which
met with the students in Berke
ley.
introduced into an ancient way
of life by the intensification of
a single factor in this in
stance, artificial heat." (p. 126)
Yet Driver and others discuss
the way the Eskimo has for
centuries heated his igloo of
snow, earth, or stone by means
of the stone lamp burning
seal blubber, coupled with the
body heat of numerous occu
pants stripped to the waist.
McLuhan's conclusion, that a
change in one facet of the
technology of a society will re
sult in other changes to pro
duce a new balance, is un
doubtedly sound. It is too bad
that he could not give either
an agreed-upon example, or at
least produce a source for his
"surprise" example. This, inci
dentally, is one of the book's
main faults. Ideas and even
Needed Cooks, L,VN's
and Aids by Sept. 1.

Spring Hill Manor
MEM3ER OF FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD AND F.D.I.C.

YUCASPA
797.51 OS

LOMA LINDA
796-0186

Drawer A Grass Valley,
95945

or call
Lorwin Burke,
916-273-4816

Physical
Therapy
The following letter was re
ceived recently from Charles
Stafford, '60, and his wife,
Ruth, SN '60. Mr. and Mrs.
Stafford are currently on mis
sion appointment in Africa.
Dear Alumni,
Greetings from the heart of
Africa. This is to register that
the drums of our hearts are
still beating for home. After
two and one-half years at Heri
Mission Hospital, directing the
health education school of the
Seventh-day Adventists, we can
assure you that mission life is
a great challenge and thrill, and
we love every day of it.
Ruth is in charge of the
wives of the men who are sent
to learn methods of health ed
ucation. This semester she is
teaching one morning and three
afternoons each week. The
morning class is in home nurs
ing, which will continue for an
other week, after which I will
take over teaching hydrotherapy. Her afternoons include
cooking class, Sabbath school
workshop, and a community
sewing class.
lengthy quotations are used
with little or no identification
of their source. There is no
footnoting. A good bibliogra
phy gives some clues, but this
is a vague sort of attribution.One interesting discussion
concerns the sudden rise to
popularity in America of the
paperback book and the small
(European-type) car. McLuhan
attributes this new develop
ment to the effects of TV in
making the American lose "his
inhibitions and his innocence
about depth culture." (p. 329)
He apparently does not recog
nize that a major part of the
popularity of the paperback
and the small car is economy.
Nor does he mention that a
new technique of binding devel
oped in the fifties made pos
sible a sturdy enough cheap
binding for paperbacks that*
college professors felt justified
in assigning them for classes.
And a sizable portion of the
"popularity" of the paperback
is "forced" purchase by college
students.
Clever Titles

Not all of the book deserves
negative comment. The chapter
titles are clever. For example:
"Press: Government by News
Leak," "Motorcar: The Me
chanical Bride," "Ads: Keeping
Upset with the Joneses," "The
Telephone: Sounding Brass or
Tinkling Symbol?" The writing
style, though, is disturbing. The
book aims to be an in-depth
analysis, but the analysis is
done in a superficial way, hop
ping from example to example.
All of this criticism is not
to imply that the book is not
worth reading. The chapters
on TV and on radio, for in
stance, are both interesting and
thought-provoking. In fact, the
main value of the book is to
provoke thought.
Bacon said that some books
are to be chewed and digested,
but we might add that some
are to be debated and even
refuted. That is the role of this
book.

Alumni
News
Tomorrow afternoon I will
be going with five men to carry
on some "house to house" med
ical evangelism which will con
sist of a health talk, a hydro
treatment, and a short Bible
study. The word "house" is in
quotes bcause they are only
beehive - shaped grass-thatched
huts. Later in the year we hope
to spend a week in the town of
Kigoma, which is 45 miles
away, and begin a similar pro
gram.
Chuck and Ruth Stafford
Wedding bells rang for Don
ald A. Schneider, '63, on July 3,
at Hitchcock, Oklahoma. His
wife, Harolene, graduated in
1966 from Baylor University,
Dallas, Texas, as a dental hygienist. They have a new home
at 11602 Newberg Road, Rockford, Illinois. Don has charge
of physical therapy for Ameri
cana Nursing Homes in Rockford and Rochelle, Illinois.
Wedding bells also have rung
for De Etta Marcedene Eisenman, '64, and James Delven
Burr, on Monday, August 15, at
Mobridge, South Dakota. De
Etta has been on the physical
therapy staff at the Glendale
Adventist Hospital, Glendale,
since graduation.
Word has just been received
that Galen A. Pettey, '64, and
his wife, Ann, and family are
moving from Napa to Madison,
Tennessee, where Galen will be
chief therapist in the physical
therapy department in the new
hospital building at Madison.
Vivian C. Blair, '63, and Mar
tha L.. Severson, '66, were mem
bers of the University team
who spent three weeks on the
annual field trip in Mexico. The
girls report a worthwhile and
interesting experience.

DENTAL SUITE
AVAILABLE
Corona, California Den
tal suite available, large
rooms, good opportunity,
law rent. Near church,
school and hospital. Con
tact B. W. Dolph, 760
Washburn, Corona. Phone
787-4484.

FOR SALE

ARROWHEAD
WOODS HOME
Custom-built furniture in extellent condition
three bedrooms
two baths
wall to wall carpetinsf
full length porch with at
tractive canopy
deep water dock
First offering prior to

listing
Contact:
Dr. or Mrs. Charles Strachan,
245-5923 (Glendale) or
Dr. Stanley Parley,
OV 3-7620, (Riverside)
PRICE $35,500.

BOB BASKETT
Your Authorized Chevrolet
FLEET SALES MANAGER
at

Friendly Chevrolet
110 E. Foothill Blvd.
(Corner Foothill Blvd. & Riverside Dr.)
RIALTO
Business

714 875-1221

Home

714 875-7947

Chevrolet Cars and Trucks
Prompt, courteous service to
all Seventh-day Adventists
Please call for appointment
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Calendar

Of Future
Events

Friday, September 9

Saturday, September 17

Sunset 7:05

HILL CHURCH
Hour of worship,
pastor W. K. Chapman, "The
Rounds of This Ladder": 8:10 and
10:55 a.m.

LINDA HALL
Academy MV will
join with the University Campus
Fellowship at University Church.
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Univer
sity Campus Fellowship presents
H. M. S. Richards, The King's
Heralds, Del Delker and Brad Braley: 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, September 10

HILL CHURCH
Hour of worship,
-_oa;istor W. K. Chapman, "Heaven
' »hree Steps Ahead": 8:10 and 10:55
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Hour of
worship, pastor Paul C. Heubach.
"Job's Wife": 8 and 10:55 a.m.
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Hour of worship, pastor Donald G.
Reynolds, "Substitute Sinner": 11
a.m.
CAMPUS CHAPEL
Youth ser
vice, pastor Ron WIsbey: 11 a.m.
AZURE HILLS CHURCH
Vesper
service, conducted by the Van Denburg Quintet: 6 p.m.
Monday, September 12

BURDEN HALL
Registration of
new students: 8 a.m.
Tuesday, September 13

GRIGGS HALL
Registration of
returning students: 9 a.m.

n

iUADRANGLE
Loma Linda UnlJrsity student reception this even.ng in the quadrangle.
ACADEMY GROUNDS
Annual
Home and School Association Potluck, to welcome teachers and stu
dents to the new year. Academy
youth will present a musical pro
gram. All are invited to join the
fellowship: 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday, September 14

LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY
Instruction begins.
HILL CHURCH
Midweek prayer
service, F. M. Larsen, "A Retired
Minister's View of the General Con
ference," with colored slides: "7:30
p.m.
Friday, September 16
Sunset 6:55
ACADEMY MV
No meeting this
week due to the "It Is Written" rally.
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS FELLOW
SHIP
No meeting this week due
to the "It Is Written" rally, with
Pastor George E. Vandeman at the
Swing Auditorium..
SWING AUDITORIUM
Pastor
George E. Vandeman will be speak
er at "It Is Written" rally in the
Swing Auditorium on the Orange
Show Grounds, San Bernardino:
7:00 p.m.
KCOP, CHANNEL 13
New "It Is
Written" series begins Sunday: 8:30
p.m.

OPPORTUNITIES
Excellent opportunities in
British
Columbia
for
physicians and dentists.
Conference eager to as
sist. Kindly contact med
ical secretary, Reuben
Matiko, MD, Box 10, Mis
sion City, BC, Canada.

PROPERTY
FOR SALE
Two houses on lot. Cur
rently rest home business.
-Location: Van Leuven
Street, Loma Linda. By
appointment only. Phone
(714) 796-0880 or 7969734.

WALLEN
PONTIAC
Special Service
Special Deals

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Hour of
worship, pastor Paul C. Heubach,
"Why Does God Hide Himself?":
8 and 10:55 a.m.
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Hour of worship, pastor Donald G.
Reynolds, "Clay People": 11 a.m.
Monday, September 19

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Convo
cation, President Godfrey T. Ander
son: 8:10 a.m.
Wednesday, September 21

HILL CHURCH
service: 7:30 p.m.

Midweek prayer

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Midweek
prayer service, U. D. Register, PhD,
associate professor of biochemistry,
"Nutritional Prophetic Fulfillment":
7:30 p.m.
Sunday, September 25

FELLOWSHIP HALL
Friends of
Africa meet for potluck supper.
Pastor Robert H. Pierson, General
Conference president, will speak:
5 p.m.

Medical Student
Of 3rd Generation
This fall Arthur S. Donaldson, III, will become the first
third-generation student to en
ter the School of Medicine, ac
cording to Walter B. Clark,
dean of admissions.
There have been some, Dean
Clark states, whose fathers
were graduates of our Univer
sity and whose grandfathers
were graduates of the Ameri
can Medical Missionary Col
lege, but none where both were
graduated here.
Donaldson is a recent gradu
ate of La Sierra College. His
father, Norton A. Donaldson,
SM '43, is a resident physician
at the Orange County General
Hospital in Orange.

793-2454
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Cyril F. Brickfield, general
counsel to the Veterans Ad
ministration, will meet with
University officials on Septem
ber 22 to discuss the possibility
of locating a Veterans Adminis
tration hospital in the Loma
Linda area.
Mr. Brickfield, along with US
Congressman Ken Dyal, will
tour the new medical center
and lunch with University offi
cials.
Local veterans groups have
been promoting a Veterans Ad
ministration hospital in the
San Bernardino valley for some
time. They claim the area has
many veterans who have to
travel too far to overcrowded
VA hospitals in other areas for
medical attention.
The Loma Linda University
Medical Center offers a suit
able location since it is central
ly located and offers the facili
ties of a medical school which
are available at most other VA
hospitals.

Funds Appropriated
For Rail Overpass
The California Highway
Commission recently approved
$570,500 for an overpass on
Anderson Street in Loma Linda
across the Southern Pacific
Railroad tracks.
The four-lane bridge is
scheduled for construction
starting March 1. The purpose
of the bridge is to eliminate a
serious traffic Jiazard which in
the past has resulted in several
fatalities at the crossing.
University officials have ex
pressed the desire for the over
pass to be completed by the
time the new Medical Center
is completed next summer.

Alumni
News

Medicine
Merle H. Peterson, '52, staff
member of the Youngberg Me
morial Hospital in Singapore,
was a recent visitor at Loma
Linda. Dr. Peterson accepted
an urgent call to the mission
field before he had an oppor
tunity to take board examina
tions in thoracic surgery. His
return was to fulfill that re
quirement.
After having been certified
as a member of the American
Board of General Surgery and
also in the area of thoracic
surgery, he returned to mission
service in Singapore. While in
Loma Linda he visited at the
home of Mrs. Peterson's par
ents, Pastor and Mrs. A. J.
Olson.
Charles B. Perkins, '33, for
mer Napa Couunty director of
public health, has joined the
staff of the Holderman Hospi
tal, Veterans Home of Califor
nia. Dr. Perkins retired from
the Air Force in 1963 with 28
years of active duty.
In addition to many cam
paign medals, he was awarded
the Legion of Merit in 1945
and the Air Force commenda
tion ribbon on three occasions.
He served in the Pacific thea
ter of operations during World
War II.
As domiciliary medical offi
cer at the Veterans Home, Dr.
Perkins will be primarily con
cerned with the health care of
all members in domiciliary
status. His clinic will provide
basic medical services at the
domiciliary level and will refer
members to the hospital for
the major care required. Dr.
Perkins and his wife, Eleanor,
reside in Napa.

Calvin A. Olson, '50, will
soon join the medical staff at
the Youngberg Memorial Hos
pital in Singapore as surgeon.
Recently, while on furlough
from service in Tokyo, Dr. Ol
son took examinations in Can
ada to qualify him to practice
in the British protectorate of
Singapore.
While in the US he completed
board examinations qualifying
him as a diplomate of both the
American Board of Surgery
and the American Board of
Thoracic Surgery. He has since
been made a fellow of the
American College of Surgeons.
While en route to Singapore,
Dr. Olson stopped for six weeks
of emergency duty at the Sev
enth-day Adventist Hospital in
Saigon, South Vietnam. He is
the son of Pastor and Mrs. A.
J. Olson of Loma Linda.

LLU Medical
Alumni Plan
Aloha Banquet
A special Loma Linda Alum
ni Aloha Banquet will be held
during the Pan Pacific Surgi
cal Congress in Honolulu, Ha-waii, September 20 - 28.
The banquet, to be held
Monday, September 26, will
feature Hawaiian entertain
ment and international cuisine.
Alumni desiring reservations
are asked to call Perry T.
Sumida, SM'39, (phone 99-8889)
or Thomas K. Oshiro, SM'51,
(phone 50-4855),
Proceeds from the banquet
will go to the Hawaiian Mis
sion Academy building fund.

Centennial
Continued from page 1
time when that was two years'
wages for a working man."
One of the Kellogg's children,
John Harvey, eventually be
came the renowned medical di
rector of the phenomenally
successful Battle Creek Sani
tarium in Michigan.
"The real start of Adventist
medical missions was in 1891,"
Mr. Jacques emphasized.
"Twenty men and women dedi
cated themselves in the General
Conference parlor to medical
missionary service, and then at
tended medical school in Ann
Arbor, Michigan, where a
special dormitory was built just
for Adventists."
Following their success, the
American Medical Missionary
College was established in 1895.
The Loma Linda purchase came
in 1905, and the center of the
medical work was transferred
west.
"We can best observe this
centennial," Mr. Jacques con
cluded, "by re-identifying our
individual and institutional ob
jectives with the pioneers' high
motive to show forth the kind
ness of God."

DEATHS
Laura Carpenter, wife of Uni
versity employee Ray Carpen
ter, died July 27, 1966 in Mt.
Vernon, Washington.
Marian Miles Morgan, SN'47,
died in July 1966, after a long
illness.
The mother of lone M. Haygood, SN'29, died at the Loma
Linda University Hospital on
August 27, 1966.
Claude E. Steen, SM'18, died
August 23, 1966, in the Los
Angeles area.

522 ORANGE

REDLANDS

Veterans' Official
Scheduled to Meet
LLU Administrators

An estimated 30,000 compu
ters are installed across the na
tion today. By 1970 this number
will increased to 51,000. Be
tween now and 1970 there must
be available 255,000 additional
people capable of staffing those
computers.

WE GRID STARS KNOW
that when that opening boot comes downfield you are either ready or
you aren't. It takes good physical conditioning and the proper diet to
develop the stamina for the old ball game. That's why so many of us
ask for Worthington new, improved Veja-Links on the training table.
Nothing like 'em to keep a fellow going when the action gets rough.

WORTHINGTON FOODS INC.
WORTHINGTON, OHIO

SD Faculty Elected
Tri-County Officers
Direct inquiries to University Placement Service
Loma Linda University, Loma Linda, Calif. 92354

Dental Hygienist
CALIFORNIA
CHINO: Part time dental hygien
ist wanted
PALOS VERDES PENINSULA:
Full time dental hygienist want
ed

Dentists, General Practice
CALIFORNIA
EUREKA: Retiring due to ill
health. New office in good loca
tion fully equipped. Good prac
tice. Will rent or lease with op
tion to buy_______________
MOUNTAIN VIEW: Suites for
rent in new professional building
in down-town Mountain View.
Will adapt to suit__________
PALOS VERDES PENINSULA:
Looking for associate in busy
general practice. Beautiful area.
Send resume
SAN FRANCISCO: Dental practice for sale. Established 30
years.
Two
operatory office
priced for immediate sale_____
SIMI VALLEY: Dental practice
tor sale
_____________
COLORADO
DELTA: Immediate and uurgent
need for Christian dentist in this
beautiful area
___________
CONNECTICUT
CANAAN: Dentist needed in this
area of 10,000 population in the
beautiful Berkshires. SDA church
and school. Phone collect for

FOR LEASE
SAN BEKNAKDINO
Medical-Dental Suites in
new professional build
ing. On "Medical Row"
Close to hospitals. Ap
proximately 1,000 square
feet each suite. Carpets
in private office and
waiting room. Drapes and
cabinets throughout. Will
do minor altering to suit
your needs.
Contact: John Eli D.D.S.
TU 9-3363, Alden Chase
D.D.S. TR 5-1901

guarantee and office information
ILLINOIS
PEORIA: Dentist needed to take
over high gross practice. Solo or
partnership
KENTUCKY
BRANDENBURG: Only dentist
in town has recently left his
practice. Dental suite available
immediately. Several months free
rent____________________
MARYLAND
WALKERSVILLE: Walk into a
ready-made dental practice in
beautiful suburban location. Den
tist leaving for mission appoint
ment. All stone home-office com
bination. New church, school and
gym. High gross practice_____
MICHIGAN
BELLEVILLE: Death of dentist
leaves practice in this thriving
city___________________
MINNESOTA
^
MORGAN: No dentists in this
thriving town of 1000. 3500 in
community. SDA church. Office
available. Finances arranged
TEXAS
SAVOY: Good opportunity for
dentist in this growing area.
Community will build office
WASHINGTON
ENUMCLAW: Business men want
SDA dentist. Willing to give fin
ancial assistance with office and
home___________________
MOSSYROCK: Death of dentist
leaves practice and office. Resi
dence also available

Medical Technologist
CALIFORNIA
WASCO: Opening for male lab
technician, 25-40 years of age, in
25 bed state approved hospital.
Generous salary. Additional in
come for after hour calls

Nurses
CALIFORNIA
RIVERSIDE: Need full time RN
after September 12

Occupational Therapists
CALIFORNIA
GLENDALE: Immediate opening
in Glendale Adventist Hospital,
rehabilitation unit

Moving, cAcro&& tke Street
or cAcro&A tke ^Nation?

Four Loma Linda University
faculty dentists were recently
installed on the Tri-County
Dental Society's board of di
rectors.
Daniel R. Young, DDS, as
sistant professor of oral sur
gery, was named vice presi
dent; Richard P. Mitchell, DDS
assistant professor of oral sur
gery, and Robert L. Heim,
DDS, assistant professor of pedodontics, were named direc
tors of the society; and Rich
ard C. Oliver, DDS, assistant
professor of oral medicine, was
named councillor to the asso
ciation.___________
CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE A Bausch and Lomb
binocular microscope, 4 objectives,
ungraduated
mechanical
stage.
Make reasonable offer. Call (213)
849-3087 or PL2-3S67.____

Pharmacist
CALIFORNIA
NAPA: Pharmacist
SDA medical group

needed

in

Physical Therapists
ILLINOIS
ST. LOUIS: Urgent need in spe
cial education department of East
St. Louis public schools. Must
meet Illinois certification re
quirements. Work available yearround if desired

Therapist Helper
CALIFORNIA
YUCAIPA: Strong man needed to
help give therapy twice daily to
elderly gentleman

Physicians, General Practice
ARIZONA
SAHUARITA: Office and equip
ment available for sale, due to
death of physician
CALIFORNIA
BIG BEAR LAKE: A real need
for a general practitioner in this
beautiful resort area. Small SDA
church. Hospital 35 miles away.
SACRAMENTO: Full time clini
cian needed for tuberculosis cli
nic in Sacramento County Health
Department.
SAN BERNARDINO: Lady gen
eral practitioner needed half time
in Maternal .Child Health Depart
ment

First Pastoral Clinic Graduates
Include Adventist Minister
Pastor Brent R. Border, a Seventh-day Adventist minister
from Alomosa, Colorado, along with students of several other
religious denominations, has just finished a quarter of pastoral
training at Loma Linda University Hospital, according to course
director, Charles W. Teel, hos- ____________________
pital chaplain.
the writing of verbatims along
Pastor Bor
with some structural class ses
der was given sions. Eight hours of university
a quarter's credit is allowed for each quar
leave of ab
ter's work~. This is the first clin
sence with sal
ical training program of its kind
ary in order to offered by the University.
^^
*W^ JB1 ODtain tnis c1*"
To meet the requirement set
'
A glB nica] e x p e rH JHH ience. Recently up by the American Protestant
Pastor Border he has been Hospital Association for chap
granted a full lains, a minister must now have
year's leave and will further a minimum of four quarters of
his training at the Fort Logan clinical experience. The next
Hospital in Denver, Colorado. session at Loma Linda Univer
Chaplain Teel states that many sity will be offered in the
spring of 1967.
seminaries today will not grad
uate a student without a mini
mum of one quarter of clinical Potluck Produces
experience.
Clinical training experience International Meal
consists of an hour of group
An international potluck din
therapy each day, an individual
ner was held recently at the
session with the chaplain super
home of Arthur E. Blake, as
visor, working with certain as
signed areas in the hospital, and sistant professor of nursing,
for the Graduate School psy
chiatric nursing class.
TENNESSEE
RIDGETOP: Physician under
Thirteen students were pres- ^_
mission appointment. Office and
ent
with each bringing a main
)
home available. Will lease or
dish from her national country.
sell____________________
Nine countries were repre
ROAN MOUNTAIN:"Physician of
retirement age. Urgently need
sented at the dinner. A gift of
SDA physician to step into pracappreciation was given to each
tice______________
instructor in the course.

M

WASHINGTON
ORTING: Leading business men
interested in helping establish a
clinic. True mission field in beau
tiful area at foot of Mt. Rainier.
Small, active SDA church. This
area will show tremendous
growth in near future
SPOKANE: Immediately avallable - practice established from
twenty years in community. Mod
ern well equipped building con
veniently accessible to hospitals.
Moderate rent. Building shared
with SDA .physician. Will give
option to purchase 800 sq. ft.
Leaving for mission appointment.
Available now, or not later than
January 1, 1967

The moving company with 19 years of service to con
ferences, institutions and church members.
Box 226
St Helena
Phone WO 3-2701

Box 715
Healdsburg
Phone 433-5561

Box 201
Loma Linda
Phone PY 6-0228

MAYBERRY REALTY
24887 Taylor Street, Loma Linda
Phone

796-9590

KENNETH E. MAYBERRY
Broker
ALBERT EVANS
Salesman - Notary

RENTALS
One-bedroom, furnished. $37.50 and $65.
One-bedroom, plush furnished apartment with pool. §125.
Two-bedroom, unfurnished apartments. From $75 to $125.
Four- and five-bedroom houses. From $135 to $225.

INCOME PROPERTY
Two houses on one lot, one three-bedroom, one two-bed
room. Must sacrifice. Priced at $18,500, Make offer, ap
proximately $15,000.
New three- and four-bedroom housas. $19,250 and $21,250
with $600 down.
Four-bedroom, fireplace, carpeting, drapes, patio, fenced
baok yaril with play house. FIIA financing with old fash
ioned 5 3/4% interest. Loan amounts to $21,300 with
monthly payments of $167, including taxes and insurance.
Prie-fd at 825,500.

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON:
Immediately available - pntrticc established
from 20
years in community. Modern
well equipped buiiding con
veniently accessible to hospi
tals. Moderate rent.

I

TO BETTER SERVE YOU
Your Authorized Chevrolet ESDA Fleet Man

HARRY SPENCER
is now at

BILL BADER CHEVROLET
16666 Foothill Blvd., Fontana
Phone Office TR 5-2010, 822-1111
Home TU 7-3549

IOWA
NEVADA:
Drawing
area
of
20,000. Only two active physi
cians. 50 bed hospital, open staff.
SDA elementary. school and aca
demy

Please call for appointment

Chevrolet Cars and Trucks

Prompt Courteous Service to All
Seventh-day Adventists
'I'V.VI'V.V'I'V.VI'V.ViI'VA^I'V.^'l'V.ViI'V.VI'V.ViI'V.Vl'V.V'rV.^

Loma Linda Realty
And Insurance
SINCE 1936
11112 Anderson St. Loma Linda
(Next to Frank's Barber Shop)
PH. 796-0242
HOMES
Z Houses on K3 lot
3 Bdrm 1 3/4 bath
2 Bdrm Car port
lot 84 x 265
3 Bdrm. 2 car garage
in living room.
3 Bdrm.
large lot

Basement recreation room
fruit & shade trees
extra large
$35,000
1 mile from campus
carpeting
$7,000
desert cooler
chain link fence

$8,500
5 Bdrm. older home
1 1/2 baths
side and out
new carpets

1
2
2
2

Bdrm.
Bdrm.
Bdrm.
Bdrm.

newly painted in
$18,750

RENTALS
furn. Apt.
turn. Apt.
Cottage
Home Furnished

$ 50.00
$ 75.00
$ 70.00
$125.00

LIST WITH US FOR FAST ACTION

Threo-b-droom, I'HA financed. $14,500 with $700 down.

We write all types of dwelling, fire, and homeowncrs
Insurance

Lots, Rl, K2, R3. From $3,600 up to $15,000.
f groves, 5 acres with house.

^*^h^vyT/w\4^w>w|t^n\j!/w^jli/n"wliA'A4^'/^tItA''Aj|i/w^i[iA"^iliA^A_r/Br\*rf

WALKERSVILLE,
MARY
LAND: Walk into 'readymade dental practice in beau
tiful suburban location. Den
tist leaving for mission ap
pointment. All stone homeo f f ice combination. New
church, school and gym.
High gross practice

KENTCKY
BRANDENBURG: Desperate need
for physician. Full or part time.
Several months free rent
MICHIGAN
DECKERVILLE: Rich farming
community. Beautiful new 25 bed
hospital. No SDA physicians__
FAIRGROVE: Physician recently
deceased. Office rent free until
established. 30 bed commuunity
hospital. SDA elementary school.
100 member SPA-church____
MONTANA
BIG SANDY: Physician leaving
due to ill health One year old
fully equipped hospital. No doc
tors in town ol approximately
2500. Physician's office in hospi
tal. 60 member SDA church 35
miles Community will aid financially______________________
NEBRASKA
MINATARE- Needed urgently
SDA physician. Community will
cooperate to fullest Qxtent_____
IsfEW JERSEY
MILFORD. Unusual opportunity
to assume without financial out
lay position vacated by special_izing partner______________
NORTH CAROLINA
RUTHERFORDTON: Prosperous
community. 130 bed hospital. No
SDA physicians. Active SDA
church

Corona, California New
medical arts building,
space for orthopedist, pe
diatrician, OB-GYN, or
GP. Internist badly need
ed. Near church and bus
to church school. Across
street from new hospital.
Contact R. W. Dolph,
DMD. Phone 737-4484.

Continued next page

COLORADO
DELTA: Physician leaving to
specialize. Take over immediate
ly. 27 bed hospital, open staff.
150 member SDA church. Elemen
tary school

TURNER MOVING & STORAGE

NEW MEDICAL
ARTS BUILDING

SOUTH CAROLINA
.Sl'AKTANHURt;: Two Ol's in
liioKi-o.ssivo t.ily need associate.
Mo'i'-rn office one block from
hospital. Open staff. Call collect
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GENERAL CONFERENCE
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
OVERSEAS CALLS

Loma Linda University Alumni
Mission Service Departures
Twelve Loma Linda Univer
sity alumni left for overseas
mission posts during the month
of July, according to General
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists transportation service
officials.
Six of these were returning
to their lands of service after a
period of furlough. Six were
first-time appointees.
Ronald F. Hann, SM'54, left

~\os Angeles July 27 for Maaysia. He is returning to take
up his work as physician at
the Penang Sanitarium and
Hospital, Penang. His wife
Edna and their three children
accompanied him.
Geneva Beatty Jones, SM
'37, flew July 6 to serve as re
lief physician at Bangkok San
itarium and Hospital, Bangkok,
Thailand.
Edwin H. Krick, SM'61, and
his family, flew from San
Francisco to Tokyo July 25. He
will resume duties at the
Tokyo Sanitarium-Hospital in
Japan.

Placement
Continued from page 6
'hysicians, Specialists
Anesthesiologist
CALIFORNIA
MONTEREY PARK: Full time
anesthesiologist needed in hospi'tal_____________________

Marvin

H.

Moore,

SM'32,

flew with his wife to the Phil
ippines July 10. He will act as
relief physician at the Manila
Sanitarium and Hospital, Pasay
City, Philippines, and at the
Taiwan Sanitarium and. Hos
pital, Taipei, Taiwan.
EItoii S. Morel, SM'58, left
with his family for Manila July
24. He has accepted a post on
the staff of Manila Sanitarium
and Hospital.
Alwin R. Parchment, SM'50,
left for Youngberg Memorial
Hospital, Singapore, during the
month to serve there as relief
physician.
Philip A. Pritel, SM'43, with
his wife, flew to Saigon early
in July for a two-four month
period of duty as relief physi
cian at the Saigon Adventist
Hospital, Saigon, Vietnam.
Roger C. Van Arsdell, SM'60,
went to Thailand with his fam
ily on July 3. He will be on
the staff of the Bangkok Sani
tarium and Hospital.
Paul M. Watson, SM'59, re
turned with his family to Bhuket Mission Hospital, Bhuket,
West Thailand, July 3.
Charlye B. Smith, PT'51, re
turned with his family to
Montemorelos Hospital, Montemorelos, Mexico, early in the
month.

Internist
CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD: Opening in SDA
medical group
MISSOURI
BETHANY: Opening in medical
, group jn Midwest town between
Kansas City and Des Moines. Per
centage first year leading to
partnership_______________
Obstetrician

Federal Service Blanks

FAB EASTERN DIVISION
BANDUNG MISSION HOSPITAL,
Java
Internist
BANGKOK SANITARIUM AND
HOSPITAL, Thailand
Anesthe
siologist, Board certified

'MANILA SANITARIUM AND HOS-

PITAL, Philippines
Internist
and surgeon
___
PENANG SANITARIUM AND HOSPITAL, Malaysia
Surgeon and
relief general practitioner (3 to
6 months). British qualified
PUSAN SANITARIUM AND HOSPITAL, Korea
Board certified
general practitioner. Urgent
SAIGON ADVENTIST HOSPITALT
Vietnam
Board certified or
eligible surgeon
SANDAKAN" CLINIC. Borneo
General
practitioner.
(Pioneer
work)
TAIWAN SANITARIUM, Taiwan
Medical director. Urgent
TSUEN WAN HOSPITAL; Hong
Kong
Surgeon
____ ____
TOKYO SANITARHj M AND HO3PITAL. Japan
Board certified
pediatrician, general pratitioner,
dentist
YOUNGBERG MEMORIALTHOSPITAL, Singapore
Internist. Ur
gent

INTER-AMERICAN
DIVISION
ANDREWS MEMORIAL HOSPI
TAL, Jamaica
Relief general
practitioner
______________
BELLA VISTA HOSPITAL, Puerto
Rico
Nurse ______
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL. TrlnTdad
Board surgeon___ ___
DAVIS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL,
British Guiana
General prac
titioner
_________-

SAN CRISTOBAL;
Physician-director.
work

NORTHERN EUROPEAN
DIVISION

Federal Service Entrance
Examination blanks for
1967 are available at the
Placement Office to any
one desiring them.

CALIFORNIA
grgoup

: OpenlngJn_SDA

_ PERSONNEL SEEKING_________
POSITIONS

Medical Secretary
1-Seeking half time work after
September 15, within driving dis
tance of Loma Linda. Exper
ienced in insurance
2-Experienced secretary seeking
position in Covina-Pomona area

Nurse
1-RN wishes position in physi
cian's office. Also had several
years secretarial experience. .Must
be driving distance of Loma
Linda _________________
2-Wishes position in physician's
office in Southern California area

OFFICE

MEDICAL
DENTAL
1400 Sq. Ft.

$125.00

1135 D Street
San Bernardino
TEL. TTJ 2-8304

See to Appreciate

Dr. Longo Stands In
For LLU At Rutgers

Staff members of the Uni
versity's Public Relations and
Development Offices recently
accepted an invitation extend
ed by Mr. and Mrs. Harold H.
Ruppert to hold the depart
ment's annual summer picnic
at Ruppert's Hidden Valley
Ranch. Mr. Ruppert is associate
director of development at the
University.
The pot luck supper will be
held Sunday, September 11,
from 4-9 p.m.

Lawrence D. Longo, MD,
assistant clinical professor of
gynecology and obstetrics will
represent the University in the
academic procession of Rut
gers University bicentennial
convocation on September 22.
Nearly 30,000 persons from
all over the world are expected
to attend the 200th anniver
sary convocation, which will
highlight the year-long cele
bration of the Rutgers bicen
tennial.
The convocation will be held
in Rutgers Stadium on the Uni
versity Heights campus in Piscataway Township, New Jer
sey.
Dr. Longo is currently on
leave from the University.

ADVENTIST HOSPITAL OF ILE
IFE, Nigeria
Nurse-dean with
B.S._ ______ ___________
EMPRESS ZAUD1TU MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL. Ethiopia
Nurse
by September
GIMBIE HOSPITAL, Ethiopia
General practitioner
KWAHU HOSPITAL,
Ghana
General practitioner
MASANGA "LEPROSARIUM, Sierra
Leone
Relief physician

SOFTHERN ASIA
DIVISION
CHRISTIAN MEDICAL COLLEGE.
Veilore, India
Experienced
radiologist instructor
KARACHI HOSPITAL, West Pakfstan
General surgeon
KERALA HOSPITAL, India
Me
dical director-surgeon
RANCHI~HOSPITAL, India
Me^
dical director-surgeon and nurse
SCHEER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL"
Nepal
Medical superintendent
early In 1967______________
SURAT HOSPITAL. India
General practitioner

TRANS-AFRICA DIVISION
ANKOLE HOSPITAL, Uganda
Medical director by June of 1967
and second physician by January
1967_____________________
KENDU HOSPITAL, Kenya
Nurse by Juune 1967

AN INVESTMENT IN
LIVING
KEDLANDS OASIS
These unusual apartments
are just 7 minutes from Lo
ma Linda and offer many
luxury features.
Refrigerated air conditioning
and heating in every room.
Walk-in closets. Carpet, drapes.
Dishwasher, stove. Private patio.
Separate adult and family pools.
Putting' green. Recreation room.
Play area, shuifleboard, horse
shoes, net and basketball court.

Friendly but private. 1, 2, 3
bedrooms. Two baths;
Write us for a brochure at
Redlands Oasis, 1325 East
Citrus Avenue, Redlands,
192-7693. Or contact your
local broker. No lease re
quired. Special consideration
to faculty members.

SAVE at
FIRST

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD:
Opening
in
SDA medical group_________
Pediatrician

Guatemala
New medical

PR and Development
Plan Summer Picnic

Dental Radiology
Course Offered
The Loma Linda University
School of Dentistry announces
a continuing education course
in radiologic techniques to be
offered beginning October 4.
James W. Redfield, Jr., den
tal radiologic technologist, will
lecture on radiation hygiene
and safety measures, principles
of the long-cone paralleling
technique by the use of X-C-P
instruments, radiodontic pit
falls, and darkroom procedures.
The continuing education
course will be held from 7-9 p.m.
on Tuesday evenings for five
weeks beginning October 4.
Tuition fee for the series is $35.
Students must have access to
X-C-P instruments (available
at the School of Dentistry), and
to a long-cone X-ray unit.
This course is particularly
appropriate for auxiliary per
sonnel such as dental assist
ants and dental hygienists.
Reservations must be made
with the School of Dentistry
by September 27. Applications
may be obtained from the Con
tinuing Education Office, Loma
Linda University, School of
Dentistry, Loma Linda, Cali
fornia 92354.

FIRST FEDERAL INVESTS
YOUR SAVINGS IN SAN
BERNARDINO COUNTY
If you're the kind of person who cares how his money is
invested, move your savings to First Federal.
People who have savings accounts at First Federal know
their funds are loaned on real estate mortgages right
here in San Bernardino County. These are built on
property that returns tax dollars for local uses, built by
craftsmen who spend their wages in our business com
munities, and they are owned by county residents who
are investing in our county's future. If this makes a
difference to you why not move YOUR savings to

Brewer's
Chevron

First Federal where your account is insured to $10,000 and dividends are compounded quarterly at our
high current annual rate.

24532 Central Ave.
Loma Linda Ph. 796-0628
First Class Garage Service. Ex
perienced Factory Mechanics. Bat
tery Service. Pickup and Delivery.

FIRST FEDERAL

Fords and Chevrolets Available at Fleet Prices Through
ESDA PLAX.

SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION OF SAN BERNARCINO
SAN BERNARDINO

* Win up to $1000 Every Week in CA$H ON THE

555 E Street TU 9-0881

LINE.
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24885 Central Ph. 796-0294

BARSTOW

602 E. Main CL 6-6873

LLU Officers to Participate
In Estate-Planning Confab
Eight University officials will
participate in a nation-wide
estate-planning and investment
conference to be conducted in
Denver, Colorado, September
19-23.
The convention is expected to
attract over 200 denomination
al representatives from all
parts of the nation in the first
meeting of its kind. It will be
conducted under the auspices
of "the General Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists.
Several of the University at
tendees will participate with
union and local conference per
sonnel in presentations, panels,
and study groups during the five
days.
Talks by Group

KAREN L. WITTUM, SN '67, and Faye E. Heath, SN'67, examine the spacious dormitory facilities
of the new addition to Kate Lindsay Hall.

Corner Lot 141' x 150' S
units, gross rent $175/mo.
suitable for 2 more units,
must sell to pay taxes, full
price $18,950, S. W. corner
of Gardena and Caroline Sts.,
Loma Linda, pri. prty. Call
"collect" days 213-446-2995

CARS

Stevenson Motor Sales is now
accepting orders for 1967
automobiles and trucks.
Licensed, bonded
dealerbroker serving Northern and
Central California since 1955.
Maximum discounts. 4%
bank financing available.
Phone R. E. Stevenson per
son-to-person at 965-2775
(Area Code 707). Or, for in
quiry, send complete speci
fications to P. O. Box 825,
Angwin, California, 94508.

New Public Airport
Now Contemplated
Development of a new public
airport between Loma Linda
and Norton Air Force Base is
currently under consideration,
according to John J. Creatura,
chairman of the San Bernardino Regional Economic Devel
opment Council.
Plans call for the airport to
be built parallel to the air base,
between Tippecanoe Avenue
and California Street. There is
a possibility that control facil
ities might be built to serve
both the air base and the air
port. Heavy, as well as light
aircraft may be accommodated.
The University-endorsed air
port would include the advan
tages of providing additional
light plane facilities for mem
bers of the University staff
who own or fly airplanes, pro
vide connections to major air
lines for University or hospi
tal business, and the potential
for transporting patients from
other locations to the hospi
tal in the shortest possible
time.

Finishing Touches
Given KLH Addition
As Students Move In
Interior finishing of the Kate
Lindsay Hall women's residence
addition will be completed be
fore school begins, states Melba
M. Olmstead, residence hall
dean.
Women students will move
into rooms on the first floor
today, following the completion
of carpet installation. The other
floors should be ready for oc
cupancy the first of the week,
she says. All is a flurry of
activity now.
Since the ground floor is
designed with its own separate
entrances and exits, it will
permit 22 men students to be
located there this year in order
to help alleviate crowded con
ditions in the men's residence
hall.
The average cost of a pre
scription for medicine in the
US is $3.60 per acquisition per
person.

add a Ue/tc/ous Mew Taste to

Howard B. Weeks, PhD, vice
president for public relations
and development, will present
a paper on "Interorganizational
Relationships and Coopera
tion," and will chair a panel
on the training of field repre
sentatives.
William O. Reynolds, direc
tor of development, will dis
cuss details of "The Family
Security Plan," and Arthur
W. Spoo, vice president of the
Corporation, will present the
subject of trust administration.
Kenneth H. Hopp, general
counsel of the Foundation, is to
explain the advantages of var
ious types of gift and trust
plans.
The various aspects of fidu
ciary returns versus internal
revenue requirements will be
explained by Richard A. James,
legal officer cf the Foundation.
Others attending from the
University are Irving E. Gray,
assistant treasurer, Kent W.
Dickinson, associate manager,
and Robert W. Frost, chief ac-

Expansion Program
For Memorial Park

countant, all of the Founda
tion.
Overall chairman for the
convention is Robert E. Osborn, assistant treasurer of the
General Conference and for
mer associate manager of the
Loma Linda Foundation.

Faculty Workshop
Conducted by SN

The Loma Linda University
School of Nursing faculty
workshop was held at Pine
Springs Ranch, September 6-8.
The purpose of the workshop
was to promote faculty growth
through working, playing, and
being together in an atmos
phere conducive to creativity,
planning, and decision making,
according to R. Maureen Max
well, director of the graduate
nursing program and work
shop chairman.
Guest participants in the
three day workshop were Bernell E. Baldwin, PhD, instruc
tor in physiology, Robert E.
Cleveland, PhD, vice president_
for academic affairs, Shiro'
Kunihira, PhD, assistant pro
fessor of psychology, A. Graham
MaxweU, PhD, director of the
Division of Religion, J. Paul
Stauffer, PhD, dean of the
Graduate School, R. Bruce Wilcox, PhD, assistant professor
of biochemistry, and Laurence
W. Botimer, PhD, chairman of
the department of chemistry
at La Sierra College.
"A man should hear a little
music, read a little poetry, and
see a fine picture every day of
his life, in order that worldly
cares may not obliterate the
sense of the beautiful which
God has implanted in the hu
man soul." Goethe

A $500,000 expansion pro
gram at Montecito Memorial
Park will add to the cemetery
facilities available in the Uni
versity environs.
Construction of a mausoleum
in the park, which is located
just west of Loma Linda, is
the first phase of the new pro
gram to be completed by
March 1967.
The structure will be named
the Valley View Mausoleum.
A Court of Faith, designed to
depict man's faith in God, will
be the central focal point of
the mausoleum.

BIRTHS
FANCHER, Dana Renee was
born August 22 to Judith Ann
Fancher, and Charles Morris
Fancher, PT'66.
JOSE, Stacey Lynelle was born
August 8 to Elizabeth Rae Jose,
employee, and Kenneth Howard
Jose, former Loma Linda Uni
versity employee.
PLUMMER, Stephanie Dawn
was born August 5 to Patricia
Kay Plummer, and Jon Kirk
Plummer, SM'67.
HASSO, Martin Frederick was
born September 2 to Suzan M.
Hasso and Anton N Hasso, SM
'67.

THE

VALLEY'S FINEST
MUSIC STORE
YAMAHA and

STORY & CLARK PIANOS

Yamaha Music Course classes
for children 4 - 6 in Pomona
and Loma Linda
435 E. Holt Avenue
Pomona 91766 .
Phone (714) 623-5525
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UNIVERSITY REALTY
across from Post Office
E. J. MILLER, Broker

with

Garbanzos add a tasteful appeal to salads. Espe
cially good in tossed green salads. Add desired
amount as they come from the can (drained) or
chill and blend with greens. Serve with your
favorite dressing. See label for other delicious
ways to serve Loma Linda Garbanzos.

_

Loma Linda
796-0156

Quick walking distance to University
Large Lot.
R3 Property
Nice 2 bedroom home $10,000.
$600 Down will move you into a New 3 or 4 bedroom home.
Ask to see these.
"
3 Bedroom home
Quiet residential area. $13,100.
$882.00 Down. F. H. A.
View lot on Lawton plus nice 1 bedroom home. ONLY
$15,900.
1/2 Acre fruit trees, berries, nuts.
3 bedroom home
plus guest house or rental.
1/2 block from down
town Loma Linda.
R3 Property, with 3 rentals
Choice location for apart
ments. $22,900.
Homes south of Barton Road.
$26,500 & up.
Rentals furnished & unfurnished.

$50.00 & up.

TAX SHELTERS, GROVES, LOTS, ACREAGE,
RENTALS
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